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Pleleo Handheld Vacuum Cleaner, 7KPA Strong
Suction, Wet&Dry Hand Vacuum, Lightweight
Portable Vacuum Cleaner For Home Car Pet Hair

$35.99
Pleleo Handheld Vacuum cleaner, 7KPA Strong Suction, Wet&Dry Hand Vacuum,

Lightweight Portable Vacuum Cleaner for Home Car Pet Hair【7Kpa Powerful Cyclonic

Suction】Pleleo handheld vacuum utilizes a..

Qty 1

ADD TO CART  

Product Code: AX-6619

Availability: In Stock

First Listed: 2020-08-22

Sold By: Pleleo
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Pleleo Handheld Vacuum cleaner, 7KPA Strong Suction, Wet&Dry Hand Vacuum, Lightweight Portable Vacuum Cleaner for
Home Car Pet Hair

【7Kpa Powerful Cyclonic Suction】Pleleo handheld vacuum utilizes a 100W high-powered motor with 7000pa strong suction, quickly clean up all garbage in seconds, great

for cleaning dust, crumbs, as well as spilled milk and coffee, enjoy your cleaning work. An excellent choice for both car and home!

【3-in-1 Versatility Wet&Dry】Pleleo handheld vacuum cleaner equipped with 3 different types of attachments to meet all cleaning needs, help you thoroughly clean the dust

on sofa, ceiling, car and so on. The crevice nozzle can even make it suck up to 10ml of liquid for each time.

【Durable in Use】The handheld vacuum adopt the stainless steel HEPA filter, which is durable and washable with good corrosion resistance and mechanical properties, no

worry for changing the filter after every use.

【100% Satisfaction】 Pleleo prepares a professional and dedicated team to serve the customers. You can reach out to us at any time for after-sales services. We also provide

technical support, replacement and so on. Please rest assured that we will always stand behind our products and do our best to support you. If you have any questions, please

do not hesitate to CONTACT US!

Product Description

Are you looking for a hand vacuum to clean your Home& Car ?

Pleleo handheld vacuum would be the best choice to assistant you for daily cleaning work.

Powerful: This handheld vacuum quickly pick up pet hair and paper debris, make your cleaning work easier and happier

Portable: One-hand operation vacuum cleaner, more convenient to do cleaning work, suitable for both younger and elder.

Washable: Pleleo hand vacuum are attached with stainless Hepa filter, which can be easily cleaned and reused

No dead corner: With 3 different types of attachments, from solid to liquid, from sofa to cabinet, floor, kitchen, Pleleo handheld vacuum give you comprehensive

cleaning experience!

Product information

Package Dimensions 12.83 x 5.16 x 4.02 inches

Item Weight 1.87 pounds

Manufacturer Pleleo

Batteries Required No

Item model number AX-6619
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